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The LEADER Feature Article

Your beliefs don’t make you a better person, your behavior does.  Author Unknown

So many times we attend Lead sessions and walk away saying “I knew that. What 
a waste of time,” or “I’ve heard that before so why am I hearing it again?” We cer-
tainly believed what we heard. And we may have already known what we heard 
--  but do our beliefs transfer into changed behaviors?

Changing behavior is difficult. In fact, 
it is more difficult than we sometimes 
acknowledge. People attempt to create 
change by using only their mind. How 
many times have you made a New Year’s 
Resolution only to find two months later 
that only thinking them into fulfillment has not yet worked? You believe that the resolutions will make you better, i.e. bet-
ter health, have more energy, more money - but it just doesn’t happen. Then you feel guilty because you did not follow 
through with what you believed you needed or wanted to accomplish.  

One reason change may not occur is that we do not always understand the foundation upon which our behaviors are 
built. Our behavior develops from many influences in our life such as the role models we have had, e.g. parents, family 
members, coaches, teachers, and others we have observed. If we have positive role models, we have positive behaviors.  If 
those role models are negative, our behaviors may skew toward being negative.

 (continued on page 3)
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Lead GOALS

1. Create a Culture of Shared Learning

a. Using each other as resources; contributing to and tapping into the  

communal wisdom of our group.

b. Create an appreciation for what we can teach to, and learn from, each other.

c. Explore leadership tools through shared experiences. 

2. Understand the Intrinsic Link Between Self Development and Community Success

a.  Starting with self-development, we become better leaders. Better leaders help build organizational strength and  

effectiveness, thereby providing better service to the community which, in turn, makes the community stronger.

3. Explore and Enhance Effective Leadership Qualities

a. Foster adaptability, flexibility, and resiliency

b. Foster being participatory, inclusive, and self-aware

c. Emotional Intelligence

d. Further and develop core leadership competencies

Navigation Tip
In order to aid in navigating throughout the 
PDF, please note that you can return to the front 
page by clicking on the               back arrows after 
each article, or at the bottom of each page.
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Your beliefs don’t make 

you a better person - 

your behavior does.

Are You Walking the Walk?   
Or Just Talking the Talk?

By Kathy Livernois, Human Resources Director, St. Charles



Are You Walking the Walk? or Just Talking the Talk? (continued from page 2)

Another influence is the “role” we held in our family as we were 
growing up. We may have been the “parent” to our sibling or 
even to our parents.  We may have been expected to be a good 
athlete or an excellent student. The roles we learned as a child 
profoundly and subconsciously influence our present behavior.

An additional influence is the set of beliefs that are attached 
to our behaviors. We may have been given anything we asked 
for.  We may have had to work for everything we got.  We may 
have learned there is not enough to go around. Our beliefs 
affect our behavior. Another influence is how we coped with 
our life experiences during our childhood. Often we bring the 
ways of coping that we developed in childhood or during our 
teenage years into our adult life. Sometimes these coping mechanisms are useful and sometimes they are no longer ap-
propriate as an adult.

As a result of these influences, we develop behavior patterns and they become ingrained in us. So how do we change our 
behavior patterns - especially ones that may unconsciously be steering our current behaviors or resistance to change?

First, we list the behavior we want to change. Second, we list the beliefs about that behavior. Third, we list the feelings connect-
ed to the behavior.  Fourth, we list the benefits – the gains – of giving it up or of replacing it with a new behavior. By listing the 
behavior(s), the beliefs about it, the emotions attached to it, and the benefits of changing it, we can create the desired change.

Recognizing that it’s actually our behaviors (not our intentions) that make us a better, leader, father, mother, brother, sis-
ter, or person is the first step.  So when you go to your next Lead session, consider walking away with the question of “How 
can I change my behavior, based upon what I learned (or was reminded of) so that I can be a better leader?

Your thoughts and comments are always welcome.  

For more information about Lead, please contact Jason Bajor (BAT) at 630/454-2075 or jbajor@cityofbatavia.net; Gail Cohen 
(ELG) at 847/931-5607 or cohen_g@cityofelgin.org; Kathy Livernois (STC) at 630/377-4470 or klivernois@stcharlesil.gov, or Jen 
Morrison, Lead Coordinator, at 630/762-7090 or jenmor@strongercommunity.net  
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The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not pur-

port to reflect the position of the US Military Academy, the Depart-

ment of the Army, or the Department of Defense.

One assumption at the core of this blog is that military ser-
vice—particularly service in the crucible of combat — is ex-
ceptionally effective at developing leaders. Why? It’s nurture, 
not nature.

First, in all services, military leadership qualities are formed 
in a progressive and sequential series of carefully planned 
training, educational, and experiential events—far more 
time-consuming and expensive than similar training in in-
dustry or government. Secondly, military leaders tend to 

hold high levels of responsibility and authority at low levels of our organizations. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, 
military leadership is based on a concept of duty, service, and self-sacrifice; we take an oath to that effect. 

We view our obligations to followers as a moral responsibility, defining leader-
ship as placing follower needs before those of the leader, and we teach this value 
priority to junior leaders. Our leadership extends to caring for the families of our 
soldiers, sailors, airmen, or marines, especially when service members are de-
ployed. When serving in crisis conditions where leadership influences the physi-
cal well-being or survival of both the leader and the led—in extremis contexts—
transactional sources of motivation (e.g. pay, rewards, or threat of punishment) 
become insufficient. 

Why should a person be motivated by rewards when he might not live to enjoy 
them? Why would a person fear administrative punishment when compliance 
might lead to injury or death? Soldiers in such circumstances must be led in ways 
that inspire, rather than require, trust and confidence. When followers have trust 
and confidence in a charismatic leader, they are transformed into willing, rather 
than merely compliant, agents. In the lingo of leadership theorists, such influ-
ence is termed transformational leadership, and it is the dominant style of mili-
tary leaders.

Contrast the military leader value set reflecting service to the one that currently exists in some US businesses. Are we 
likely to see business leaders placing the well-being of their shareholders and employees above their own? [On] February 
4, 2009, in a swift response to public outrage, the Obama administration imposed a cap of $500,000 in pay for top execu-
tives at companies that receive large amounts of bailout money from the U.S. Government. From a military perspective, 
a half million dollars is a generous sum, more than double the compensation of a four star leader in charge of a theater
 
(continued on page 5)
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Why the Military Produces 
Great Leaders

By Colonel Tom Kolditz, Professor and Head of the Dept. of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership, U.S. Military Academy

The LEADER From the Pros
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Military leadership is 

based on a concept of 

duty, service, and self-

sacrifice ...  

We view our obliga-

tions to followers as a 

moral responsibility, 

defining leadership as 

placing follower needs 

before the leader



The best leadership -  

whether in peacetime or war 

- is borne as a conscientious 

obligation to serve.

Why the Military Produces Great Leaders (continued from page 4)

of war. But the quantity of compensation isn’t as rele-
vant as the message to followers that, when times were 
tough, the leader put his or her personal well-being 
ahead of theirs. 

Such perceptions of a military leader in combat would 
render that leader mistrusted and ineffective in the eyes 
of soldiers forever. Why should business leaders expect 
anything else on the part of people desperate about the 
loss of their equity or employment or lifestyles? 

The current economic environment, partly caused by a 
crisis of self-service leadership, has created belt-tight-
ening reminiscent of a world war, with budgets slashed, 
travel funding restricted, training programs cut, per-
sonnel layoffs, and other draconian, cash-saving mea-
sures in place. CEOs [and other leaders] have to start leading like generals—even if 
that means living a lifestyle in common with their troops.

The best leadership — whether in peacetime or war — is borne as a conscientious ob-
ligation to serve. In many business environs it is difficult to inculcate a value set that 
makes leaders servants to their followers. In contrast, leaders who have operated in the 
crucibles common to military and other dangerous public service occupations tend to 
hold such values. Tie selflessness with the adaptive capacity, innovation, and flexibility 
demanded by dangerous contexts, and one can see the value of military leadership as a 
model for leaders in the private [and public] sector.

© Copyright 2009 by Harvard Business Review. Colonel Tom Kolditz is Professor 

and Head of the Department of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership at the US 

Military Academy at West Point, New York. Kolditz has served in an array of mili-

tary tactical command and technical staff assignments worldwide, commanding 

through battalion level, and as a leadership and human resources policy analyst 

in the Pentagon. His most recent book is In Extremis Leadership: Leading as if Your Life Depended 

on It. For more of Col. Kolditz’ blog posts at Harvard Business Review, please click here:  http://hbr.org/

search/Colonel%20Tom%20Kolditz
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Interested in  

learning more about  

Servant Leadership? 

Join us for our  

upcoming book dis-

cussion group  

featuring The Case 

for Servant Leader-

ship by Kent Keith.  

Click here for more 

details!

The soldier’s heart, the soldier’s spirit, the soldier’s soul, 
are everything.  Unless the soldier’s soul sustains him, he 
cannot be relied on and will fail himself and his country in 
the end.  National strength lies only in the hearts and  
spirits of men.  -- General George Marshall

https:www.strongercommunity.net/PDFS/LLBC009.pdf


Do you ever find yourself complaining about some aspect of your life -- 
family, work, health, etc. -- some aspect that you claim to be important 
to you? If so, are you spending more time complaining about that area of 
life than you are actually doing something about it? My bet is that blame 
and complain win the day more often than not.

Several years ago, John, someone whom I admire greatly, asked me to 
help him examine his life to assess how things could be doing even bet-
ter. Right there, John stood out amongst many. While he was intent on 
improving the quality of his life, he did not start with what was wrong. 
Instead, we took inventory of what was working well and then moved on 
to what could be working even better. Our coaching work then began to 
focus on steps he could take to build on what he already had.

You Don’t Have to Be Sick to Get Better

That may be a subtle distinction lost on many. John was fundamentally demonstrating a truth that often hides in plain 
sight -- you don’t have to be sick to get better. Too many of us in this country grew up with a deficit model of thinking, most 
likely from our schooling that has leaked into how we view life in general.

You know the drill: you took that 50 word spelling test, got 44 right, and the test 
came back with a score on top in red ink -- MINUS 6. Is minus six the truth? Sure 
is, but how do you build on minus six? Could you have built on PLUS 44 instead? 
Same data point, yet one suggests being in the hole, and the other talks about 
how to improve on what’s already working.

Now don’t get me confused with one of those folks who think everyone should 
get a trophy just for showing up. We absolutely need to know both sides of the 
equation -- what’s working and what needs to be improved. However, too many 
of us have been drilled in the deficit approach, which leads to an approach to life 
that translates as “good enough never is.” Deficit thinking often shows up in per-
formance reviews at work -- after a few obligatory comments about things you 
did well, the review then turns its deficit oriented head into pointing out all the 
things that are somewhere between wrong and “not up to standard.”  

You can find deficit thinking in just about any aspect of life: what’s wrong with 
your company, your boss, society, politics, your spouse, your kids, or just about 
anything else that seems to be important. For this example, I’m going to focus on 
health, but you can easily substitute any of these other areas of life.

 (continued on page 7)
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What Are Your Priorities, Really?
By Russell Bishop,  The Huffington Post

The LEADER From the Pros
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What Are Your Priorities, Really? (continued from page 6)

Is Your Health Important to You? Really?

Years ago, I was working with a nationally prominent physician who had a deep 
understanding of nutrition and the role that proper food choices play in build-
ing a solid platform to support real health and well-being. In our lengthy intake 
process, he pointed out another remarkable truth hiding in plain sight: “Many 
people come to be when something is wrong. They typically start by saying ev-
erything was just fine and then all of a sudden things went south.”

He told me that the “all of a sudden” theory was pure nonsense. Sure, the symp-
tom may have showed up all of a sudden, but something began moving south a 
long time before the person finally noticed. Years of poor dietary choices, lack of 
exercise, and improper nutrition often lead to the day the symptom finally ap-
pears. He then told me we needed to get a better picture of where my body was 
relative to a number of nutritional markers. After a series of tests (blood, hair, and 
other stuff), he was able to show me graphically where my body was doing okay 
nutritionally, and where it was a bit short in nutritional supply.

This may sound an awful lot like deficit thinking, but instead he was showing me 
the PLUS 44 areas and where we need to build for further improvement. He was 
able to design a nutrition-based health strengthening program for me, using what I already did well, and adding strength 
to areas that could be improved. Rather than trying to fix a symptom, he worked with me to build a complete system of 
health, focusing on a balanced core platform designed to build and maintain health across a broad spectrum.

What I learned in the process was astounding, ranging from how imbalance in one area of my health/nutrition led to me 
making other poor choices, which further undermined my health. Although I had always thought that my health was a 
priority, reality showed me otherwise.

How to Assess Your Real Priorities

This is where what I learned from John in that coaching session comes into play. If you have been following along, looking 
at areas of your life where you may be currently stuck in blame and complain, be it relationships, health, money, career, etc., 
then you can apply this profoundly simple assessment tool I learned from John to discover where your priorities really lie.

John’s advice? If you want to know the truth about your priorities, just take a look 
at your checkbook (or credit card bills) and your calendar. Where are you spend-
ing your money? Where are you spending your time? No matter how much your 
mind may want to argue with this simple assessment technique, sooner or later 
you’re going to have to cop to the truth of that old adage and “put your money (or 
time) where your mouth is.”

If you don’t have a calendar or a job that requires a calendar, start one! Nothing 
complicated -- any simple calendar will do, preferably something you can carry 
with you, from a paper-based pocket calendar, to your iPhone or PDA. As you go 
through your day, all of your day -- not just time spent at work --simply jot down 
where you are spending time. Be sure to include your weekends.

This will give you an independent view of what you consider to be important -- af-
ter all, it’s your time and you’re the one choosing to spend it that way. Yeah, I know, 
there’s all that stuff about your boss, your job, your kids and all the rest. However, 

 (continued on page 8)
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What Are Your Priorities, Really? (continued from page 7)

just take your health as an example: What choices are you making about exercise, diet and nutrition? If 
you’re not spending much time making conscious choices, then you may well wind up telling your physician 
one day that “everything was just fine and then suddenly... “ 

The same applies to the quality of your relationships with your spouse, friends and kids. Where are you spending your 
time? Let’s get real here: Sitting in front of the TV with your kids or partner isn’t the same as spending time with them 
deepening your communication and relationship, now is it?

What aspects of your life would you like to improve? What choices can you make starting today to elevate 
these areas to real priorities that you can measure with your calendar or your checkbook?

© 2010 Russell Bishop is an educational psychologist, author, executive coach, management consultant, and Editor-at-

Large for Huffington Post. You can learn more about his work by visiting his website at www.RussellBishop.com
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The LEADER From the Committee

Can’t Find the Time?
Don’t Kid Yourself.

The first quarter of this year brought another enlightening learning event to Lead, 
in the form of Time Management guru, Dr. Donald E. Wetmore, author of several 
books: Beat the Clock, Organizing Your Life, and The Productivity Handbook; and  
he is also the founder of the Productivity Institute.

This second installment of speaker events for Lead focused on how to get four 
more hours out of our day in a presentation entitled, The 28-Hour Day. Attendees 
were provided with a broader philosophy regarding the concepts of time man-
agement. For example, some of what we learned was that:

• Time management is all about choices, and we have a personal respon-
sibility for those choices. Therefore, saying you “didn’t have time” is a lie – you 
actually chose to spend your time elsewhere. Life is a series of choices.

• Time management is really about taking action now to make sure we 
have enough time down the line to live life to its fullest until the very end.  We 
can take time for health and fitness now, or we can deal with it later in life.

• Either you will be in control of your time, or everyone else will.  Wouldn’t 
you rather write your own life story than have everyone else write it for you?

(continued on page 9)



Can’t Find the Time? Don’t Kid Yourself. (continued from page 8)

• There is a finite number of hours in the day/week/month/year.  
How are you going to spend that time?  Budget that time accordingly 
-- daily planning is an investment in time – not an expense. 

• If something is “off” in your life, chances are you have been 

neglecting one or more of the 7 Vital Areas of Life:  Health, 
Family, Financial, Intellectual, Social, Professional, and Spiritual.  
Take a look at your time management budget, and realign them with 
your goals.  Goals without action steps are just wishes. 

• No matter your position or role, you really DO have the ability 

to control your time. Even if your priorities are typically dictated by 
other people or events, or constantly changing, you still have a voice 
over how to prioritize your time. Not sure how?  Create an interruptions log, a crisis management log, and then speak up. 
Explain your time constraints, request prioritization direction, and/or make suggestions for improvement. You are most 
likely the best resource of how to maximize your efficiency for the group. Don’t keep it to yourself.

Besides the new perspectives on time management, Dr. Wetmore also provided attendees with a plethora of tips and tools 
they could use to help create more hours in their days.  Some of them included:

• Creating a Crisis Management Log to determine which scenarios could have been avoided with better planning 
or systems in place. Life is not a sprint – it’s a marathon.

• Try using an Interruptions Log for a few weeks to see who is interrupting you, when it happens, and whether it was 
worth your time to be interrupted. You can recapture an hour a day just by managing interruptions. 

• Plan your day and work your plan. Take time at the end of every day (home and work) to plan what you want to accom-
plish the next day. Knowing exactly where you’re headed saves time the next day. Successful people are on their chosen path.

• Over-plan your day to create a healthy level of pressure – but remember – your productivity is based on what 
you get done – not on what you don’t get done.  Instead of “I want to get it all done,” think:  “I want to get the most 
important things done.”  Celebrate your achievements and stop beating yourself up for not getting it all done.

• Clean your work area!  A messy work area can result in 1.5 hours a day of distraction.

This was an information-packed session, attended by 162 employees 
from the three cities, which represented a 24% increase in attendance 
from our first Lead speaker event held in the last quarter of 2011. Sur-
vey responses were insightful and mixed. Employees looking for a spe-
cific tool-based presentation appeared to be somewhat disappointed, 
while those who were interested in the overall concept of time man-
agement were enlightened. Dr. Wetmore concentrated his verbal pre-
sentation on the theoretical and philosophical aspects of time man-
agement and work/life balance, while he provided details on specific 
tools in the workbook so staff could read up on them at a later time.

If you would like an additional workbook, please contact Jen Morrison, 
LEAD Coordinator, at jenmor@strongercommunity.net or 630/762-7090. Or, for more information about Time Manage-
ment, please visit Dr. Wetmore’s website at http://www.balancetime.com for a wealth of free articles about how to gain 
better control of your time. 
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The LEADER From the Committee

Building Stronger Communities 
Together
We are pleased to welcome new staff and acknowledge achievements and milestones of 
existing staff since our last issue of The Leader …

Congratulations to:

Tom Bluett

(St. Charles Public Works, Electric Division) on completing his International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW) apprentice program and being promoted to Lineman. 
 
Brooks Boyce

(St. Charles Police Department) on completing his Masters Degree in Criminal Justice Administration from Columbia 
College.  
 

Mike Grandt, Don Henry, and Michael Mertes

(St. Charles Public Works and Economic Development Departments) on placing 9th overall in the 13th Annual Trivia Bee 
sponsored by Literacy Volunteers Fox Valley.

Steve Huffman

(St. Charles Police Department) on completing his Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Administration from Columbia 
Southern University.    
 
The City of St. Charles Community Development Department

... on receiving the Chaddick Institute Municipal Development Award for the First Street redevelopment project.
 

The City of St. Charles Public Works Department 

... on receiving:
• The International Concrete Repair Institute Award of Excellence for the repair of historic structures;

• FEMA class rank improvement from Class 8 to Class 5;

• American Public Works Association (APWA) Award of Appreciation from the Education Committee for use of the 
Public Works Facility;

• APWA Project of the Year Award – Historic Restoration/Preservation for Projects less than $5 million for the St. 
Charles Municipal Center River Wall and Plaza.

• APWA Project of the Year Award – Environmental Projects $5 million to $25 million for the radium removal project 
at Wells No. 3 & 4.

The City of St. Charles Community Development Department

... on being awarded the George Burke Safety Award from the Illinois Water Environment Association (IWEA) for 740 days 
without an accident.
(continued on page 11)
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Did We Miss a 
Welcome or  
Recognition?
 

Please accept our apologies if we 
missed you or one of your staff this time 
around. Please notify Jen Morrison, Lead 
Coordinator, or your Human Resources  
Director, and we’ll be sure to include 
you in our next issue.

Building Stronger Communities Together  (continued from page 11)
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If you know of an employee or a department who de-
serves recognition in this column (or if we forgot to 
mention them), please be sure to send the information 
to your Human Resources Department. They will not 
only mention it in their city newsletters, but will keep us 
informed for future issues of  The Leader.

From the American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms:

Food for thought. An idea or issue to pon-
der, as in ‘That interesting suggestion of yours 
has given us food for thought.’ This metaphoric 
phrase, transferring the idea of digestion from 
the stomach to mulling something over in the 
mind, dates from the late 1800s, although the 
idea was also expressed somewhat differently at 
least three centuries earlier.

We all know that honest self-awareness provides 
an opportunity to round out our technical skill 
sets by learning how to deal with others through 
building stronger relationships, resolving con-
flict, encouraging creativity, and developing en-
vironments of trust. Yet we don’t always take a 
breather to think about some the challenges we 
face on a day-to-day basis – in the workplace, at 
home, or in our community. 

This issue’s question:  When was the last time 
you did something for the first time?

 

(continued on page 12)

The LEADER From the Committee

 Leadership Food for Thought

Leadership  
Food for Thought
When was the last time you did something for the first 
time? 

The simplicity of this question is profound in the focus it requires to an-
swer. In every aspect of life, we can use that question to trigger think-
ing. It helps to evaluate stagnation; it helps to trigger creativity; and it 
enlightens areas in need of change.
 
Here are some suggestions to get you and/or your group thinking:

1. Identify one area where change would re-energize you and lead to 
better results. 

2. What habits, behaviors, beliefs or activities is it time to discard or 
modify? 

3. What do you need to DO today that would mix things up a bit? 

4. Who can you enlist to encourage you and hold you accountable?

Material courtesy of Staver Connect at https://thestavergroup.com

https://thestavergroup.com


Please consider taking a few minutes to think about how you might answer that question. We also encourage 
you to consider bringing up the question at an upcoming staff, family, or club meeting to see how others would 
answer the question.  The intended result of doing so would be to provide a forum to begin (or further) open and hon-
est dialogue in your group. Try it, and let us know what happens. Contact Jen Morrison with your feedback, and/or send 
in some suggestions for future discussion- or thought-provoking questions.
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Leadership Food for Thought  (continued from page 11)

The LEADER Committee News

Save the Dates
 » The Case for Servant Leadership 

Leadership Book Club Breakfast 
Dates -- May 4, 17, and 22, 2012 
There’s still time to read this very short book!   

Click here for more information! 

 » What Do They See When They See You Coming
Speaker  Event -- featuring Stephen M. Gower 
Dates -- September 27 and October 16, 2012

For more information about the upcoming schedule, contact Jen Morrison, Lead Coordinator, at 630/762-7090 or jenmor@
strongercommunity.net.

Every soldier is a leader regardless 
of his rank or position.  His attitude, 
opinions, desires, and deportment 
mold the approach to the mission tak-
en by those above him and his subordinates. It is the sum-
mation of this leadership by 

New Committee Members
The Lead Committee is pleased to welcomes two new Curriculum Planning 
Team members for 2012.  

Guy Hoffrage, Police Department Training Coordinator, St. Charles, will 
be bringing an invaluable perspective from the Police Department from an 
officer’s point of view.  

Russ Matson, Public Safety Supevisor, Elgin, brings an enthusiastic thirst for knowledge and leadership 
development, while also providing a civilian perspective from the Police Department. 

Feel free to contact Guy, Russ, or any other of our Committee members with any questions, comments, speaker 
recommendations, or book club suggestions!  

https:www.strongercommunity.net/PDFS/LLBC009.pdf
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The LEADER Committee News

Trivia Contest Goes Old Country Italian
Congratulations to Mike DeBrocke from Elgin. He won the last issue’s contest and will be enjoying a $25 discount 
at The Office, one of downtown St. Charles’ trendy restaurants!

For your chance to win this issue’s prize, a $25 gift certificate to Aliano’s Restaurant, 
one of downtown Batavia’s newer restaurant destinations featuring old world Italian 
cuisine, you’ll have to answer the following question from this issue of The Leader:

Name the seven vital areas of life as defined by Dr. Don Wetmore.

Names of all who submit the correct answer will be placed in something vessel-like and 
one name will be drawn as the winner. So, get your correct answers to Jen Morrison, 
Lead Coordinator, via telephone/voice mail 630/762-7090 or e-mail at jenmor@strongercommunity.net no later 
than June 1, 2012. The drawing will be held on June 4, 2012. Don’t forget, you must to play to win!

The Leader is a publication of Lead, 

a collaborative learning initiative developed 

by the cities of Batavia, Elgin and St. Charles, 

Illinois.

www.strongercommunity.net

                

contact:

Jen Morrison  630/762-7090 

© 2012 by the cities of Batavia, Elgin and  

St. Charles, Illinois

Interested in contributing an article to The Leader?  
Have you been inspired by a particular leadership 
book you’d like to share? Do you have any article 
or feature suggestions for The Leader? Contact Jen 
Morrison, Lead Coordinator  with questions, sugges-
tions, or comments. 
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It is not good enough for things to be planned - they still 
have to be done; for the intention to become a reality,  
energy has to be launched into operation. 
-- Walt Kelly


